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Department of Mechanical Engineering

Vision

To be known as a premier department in automobile engineering, interdisciplinary research,

innovation and application ofknowledge for the benefit of society

Mission

MDl: Create a strong foundation in fundamentals of Automobile Engineering and Applied

Mathematics.

MD2: Conduct interdisciplinary research leading to the delivery of innovative technologies

through Problem and Research Based Leaming.

MD3: Produce socially responsible, ethical Automobile Engineering graduates with ability to

use modem tools and a mind-set of enquiry.

MD4: Provide an eco-system for aspirants to collaborate with peers to gain interpersonal skills.

Program Educational Objectives

pEol: Graduates will be an Engineering professionals and innovators in core automotive

industry, service industries or pursue research

PEO2: Graduates will be a team player to provide sustainable solutions for simple to complex

interdisciplinary problems using modem tools and techniques

PEO3: Graduates will be engaged in professional activities with ethical practices to enhance the
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Program Specific Objectives

pSOl: Ability to apply engineering graphics and automotive skills to perform tasks in the area

of automobile engineering

PSO2: Students are trained in the areas ofdesign and analysis of automobile components.

Program Outcomes

l. Engineering Knowledge : Apply the knowledge of Mathematics, Science, and

Engineering fundamentals, and an engineering specialization to solution of complex

engineering problems'

2. Problem analysis : Identis, formulate, research literature, and analyze complex

engineering problems reaching substantiated conclusions using first principles of

mathematics, natural sciences and engineering sciences'

3. Design/development of solutions : Design of solutions for complex engineedng

problems and design of system components or processes that meet the specified needs

with appropriate considerations ofpublic health and safety, and cultural, societal, and

environmental considerations.

4. Conduct investigations of complex problems : Use research based methods

including design of experiments, analysis and interpretation of data and synthesis of

information leading to logical conclusions.

5.Moderntoolusage:Create,select,andapplyappropriatetechniques'resources'and

modern engineering and IT tools including prediction and modeling complex

engineering activities with an undelstanding of limitations'

6.Theengineerandsociety:Applyreasoningwithinthecontextualknowledgeto

access societal, health, safety, legal, and cultural issues and the consequent

responsibilities relevant to the professional engineering practice'

7. Environment and sustainability : Understand the impact of the professional

engineeringsolutionsinthesocietalandenvironmentalcontexts,anddemonstratethe

knowledge of, and the need for sustainable developments'

8. Ethics :Apply ethical principles and commit to p

responsibilities and norms of engineering practice

rofessional ethics and
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9. Individual and team work:Function effectively as an individual independently and

as a member or leader in diverse teams, and in multidisciplinary settings.

10. Communication :Communicate effectively on complex engineering activities with

the engineering community and with society at large such give and receive clear

instructions.

ll. Project management and Iinonce :Demonstrate knowledge and understanding of

engineering management principles and apply those to one's own work as a member

and leader ofa team to manage projects in multidisciplinary environments.

12. LifeJong Learning :Recognize the need for, and have the preparation and ability to

engage in independent and tife-long leaming in the broadest context of technological

change.

The Curriculum of B.Tech. Automobile Engineering is designed based on OBE and implemented

in firlfillment of the Department mission and vision. Courses in thii Program are designed at the

undergraduate level keeping in mind the standard expected by all the stakeholders (students,

parents, teachers, Automobile industry, and society), GATE requirements, and employability.

The process of designing and revising the curricula is undertaken through a very transparent

process involving faculty members at various stages - the departmental Board of Studies, the

Board of Faculty and the Academic Council. The departments enjoy academic autonomy in

designing and implementing their coufses, subject to their approval by the higher academic

bodies. External experts from academia and automobile industry are invited at various stages to

offer their valuable suggestions and guidance for the planning and development of curricular

aspects. The Outcomes of B.Tech. Automobile Program are chosen keeping in view the Graduate

Attributes specified in the Washinglon Accord and the industry needs. Cunicula has been

developed to make pioneering contributions to automobile industry by introducing new courses

such as Electric and Hybrid vehicles, Pollution control. The key objective of B Tech curricula is

transforming young graduate into a responsible, ethicat, well.skilled graduate automobile

engineer ready to serve the automobile sector'
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nrIeed EBod nginna vhassisC1euA motitoName of The Course
BAUT3OO4

BTME2OO8Pr€requisite
Co-requisite
Anti-requisite CPL

3003

Course Objectives

l. To broaden the understanding of details ofcar body aspects'

2. To introduce car body and bus body details used'

3. To broaden the understanding of students in the structure ofvehicle chassis

4. To introduce students to steering' suspension and braking systems'

Course Outcomcs

Continuous Assessment Pattern

\/ Course Content:
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Total MarksEnd Term Exam
TE

Mid Term Exam
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Unit III:Axle And Steering SYstems

8 lecture hours
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lying varying loads
Simulation on chassis system by app

Suggested Reading

1. P.M. Heldt (2010), Automotive Chassis' Chilton & Co'

2. S. S. Rattan (2004). Automotive Mechanics' N'K' Giri ' 
Khanna Pubtications' New Delhi'

3. T.R. Banga&Nathu Singh, (1993)' Automobile Engineering' Khanna Publications'

4.JosephIHeintner,(1967),automotivemechanics'AffiliaretlEastWestpress'NewDelhi^{adras'
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